
Central Europe with Tierra 
Handcrafted Holidays



Central Europe with 

Tierra

Central Europe is brilliant  
and its our job to ensure 
you see the best of it.

Castles, lakes beer, 
palaces and classical 
music. This itinerary 
contains it all



Tierra focusses on providing  customized itineraries for 
independent travelers and small groups. We seek to maximize 
the travel experience by providing micro customization and 
giving the travelers and the itinerary lots of  individual attention. 
We love interesting travel destinations, innovative activities and 
interesting places to stay. 
We are also there to take care of all the logistics-Visa, Flight, 
Hotel, Walking tours, Airport transfers and Travel insurance. 
Our local representatives provide onsite support in case you 
need any.

We are Tierra



Day 1 to 3 - Munich and 
Neushwanstein
Day 4 - Innsbruck
Day 5 - Salzburg
Day 6 to 7  - Vienna
Day 8 to 9 - Prague
Day 10-11- Budapest
Day 11- Fly back

Central Europe



So we begin...



Day 1 and 2- Munich

Perhaps the most underrated city in Europe, Munich is all you have read about Germany and more. Beer halls, 

Exquisite architecture, some of the best museums in the world,  brilliant open spaces and the best nightlife in all 

of Central Europe4



Munich Skyline
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Day 3 - Neuschwanstein and Fussen. A 3 hour rain ride from Munich, you land at the most 
evocative castle complex in the world.  If you spot any similarities with Disney’s Magic 
Kingdom, its because Mr. Walt Disney took “inspiration” from mad King Ludwog’s creation. 
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Day 4  - Innsbruck.
Spend a day in Innsbruck, the prettiest ski town in all of Europe 
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Salzburg 

Day 5 - Salzburg.
Sound of Music , meadows, 
castles and the perfect 
austrian town.
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Day 6 and 7. Vienna.  The seat of Hapsburg glory, Vienna with its palaces, operas, classical 
music and coffee houses is arguably the most regal city in the world
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St Stephan
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Day 8 and 9. Prague. Gateway to Eastern Europe, Prague is perhaps the most evocative city in 
Europe. It also has the best beer in the world
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Day 10 and 11.
The seat of the Magyars. Your two days in Budapest will take you to a different era and a 
different land. 
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Day 11- Bye Bye Europe.
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And you will miss it......
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Central Europe

with Tierra


